Successful Period for Fast-Growing Karhoo
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
It has been a busy period at Karhoo with several major announcements in recent months.
Notably in May, the platform unveiled its ground-breaking partnership with SNCF Mobilités (French
Railways) which saw Karhoo build an innovative new platform enabling travellers on SNCF’s highspeed trains to book first and last mile journeys by taxi or private hire vehicles.
The service called “Mon Chauffeur” launched on Wednesday 15 May in 25 stations across France and
will be extended throughout the year.
Just as SNCF’s customers will enjoy greater choice so too will French fleets on Karhoo’s platform
benefit from the increased demand SNCF’s large and frequent customer base will bring.
In other partnership news, Karhoo has teamed up with Carey, the world's leading chauffeur provider,
to bring its premium car services onto the Karhoo platform. The integration expands Karhoo’s offering
while providing Carey with access to business from the giants of travel such as SNCF.
Elsewhere in April, Karhoo won the prestigious European Start-up Gold Prize for mobility. Beating
over 500 other mobility start-ups to the top prize, Karhoo was judged to be one of the breakthrough
innovations with huge potential to shape the mobility landscape in Europe and across the world.
To find out more about Karhoo and its benefits contact their Business Development team:
business.team@karhoo.com
Karhoo Co-CEO Boris Pilichowski said:
“It’s been a hugely exciting period for everyone here at Karhoo. Having grown our platform and
offering through our ground-breaking partnerships with SNCF Mobilités and Carey, we can now
provide fleets with even more access to and business from the giants of travel and leisure.
“We were thrilled for our pioneering work to be recognised as the European Gold Prize winner for
mobility.
“With more major partnerships in the pipeline, we hope more fleets join us to get in on the action.”
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